
1. Writing and Phonology 
1.1 History 

Coptic is the name of the final stage of the ancient Egyptian language, spoken and written 
from the third century AD until perhaps sometime in the seventeenth century. It is still used 
today in the rituals of the Coptic (Egyptian Christian) Church. 

 Coptic existed alongside the last stage of ancient Egyptian writing, Demotic, for about 
two and a half centuries; the last known Demotic text is dated to AD 452. The name “Coptic” 
is applied to Egyptian texts written in an alphabet derived from the Greek (§ 1.4). The earli-
est texts, prior to the second century, are usually known collectively as Old Coptic (OC). The 
earliest use of the Coptic alphabet is for glosses in Demotic magical texts, to specify the cor-
rect pronunciation of certain words and phrases; the oldest such examples come from the 
Ptolemaic Period (after 332 BC). The use of Coptic rather than Demotic to write ancient 
Egyptian can perhaps be traced to the introduction of Christianity in Egypt, the alphabetic 
script being preferred for writing Christian scriptures because it was free of the “pagan” taint 
of the older writing system. 

1.2 Dialects 

Regional differences in the pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar of ancient Egyptian un-
doubtedly existed through the history of the language, but they are usually obscured by the 
hieroglyphic writing system and its descendants, hieratic and Demotic. Coptic scribes, how-
ever, regularly wrote the language as they were accustomed to speaking it. As a result, there is 
no uniform “Coptic” language, but a number of different dialects (Fig. 1). The six most im-
portant of these are named after the region of the country they were associated with: Akhmimic 
(abbreviated A), Bohairic (B), Fayumic (F), Lycopolitan (L, originally called Subakhmimic, A2; 
also called Lyco-Diospolitan), Oxyrhynchite (M, for Mesokemic or Middle Egyptian), and 
Saidic (S, also called Sahidic).1 

 The dominant dialects were Saidic and Bohairic. Saidic, centered in Thebes, is attested 
from the third to fourteenth centuries AD and was the dominant dialect until the ninth to 
eleventh centuries, when it was increasingly overshadowed and eventually supplanted by Bo-
hairic. Bohairic, a northern dialect, is first attested in the fourth century AD but is primarily 
represented by texts from the ninth century and later; it is also the dialect used in the modern 
Coptic Church. Fayumic is the name of the dialect spoken in the Fayum; it is attested from 
the third to tenth century AD. The other major dialects are mostly known from texts of the 
 
1  See Funk 1988. In this book, if no dialect letter is given before a Coptic term, the term is the same all dialects. 
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2 Coptic 

fourth and fifth centuries and are Upper Egyptian in origin, from Oxyrhynchus, Asyut (Ly-
copolitan), and Akhmim. 
 A number of minor dialects are also known, often from a single manuscript, including P, 
ancestral to Saidic, from a Theban manuscript; H, associated with Hermopolis; and G¸ 
related to Bohairic. Some texts also display a mixture of dialects, such as Saidic with an 
Akhmimic influence (SA). 

 
Fig. 1. Map of the Major Coptic Dialects 
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 1. WRITING AND PHONOLOGY 3 

1.3 Sources 
Most Coptic grammars concentrate on Saidic, because that was the primary literary dialect 
for much of the language’s history. Steindorff 1951 (see the Bibliography), in German, is a 
good outline of Saidic grammar, which often notes major dialectal differences. Layton 2000 
is a recent comprehensive grammar of Saidic; its basic points are summarized in Layton 2007, 
also available online. Lambdin 1983 can also be recommended. For Bohairic, the standard 
grammar is Mallon 1926 (reprinted often). The only grammar specifically devoted to dialec-
tal differences is Till 1931, in German. 
 The basic dictionaries of Coptic are Crum 1939 and Westendorf 2008, complemented 
by Kasser 1966, which includes dialects M, P, H, and G, identified and systematized after 
Crum’s dictionary was published. These dictionaries are ordered after the Coptic alphabet 
(§ 1.4), but primarily based on consonantal roots, with vowels considered secondarily, so that 
kwns “pierce,” for example, precedes kro “far side.” 2 
 Coptic texts are primarily Christian scripture and the writings of Coptic monks. A num-
ber of the grammars contain reading selections (chrestomathies). 

1.4 The Alphabet 
The Coptic alphabet is derived from the Greek alphabet, with eight additional signs, derived 
from Demotic, primarily for sounds not present in Greek. Some of the signs are peculiar to 
a single dialect, some have different values in one dialect than in others, and some are 
pronounced differently in the rituals of the Coptic Church than they were in antiquity, due 
to the influence of Arabic and reforms during the nineteenth century that aligned the 
pronunciation of Coptic more closely with that of modern Greek. The probable phonetic 
value of the signs is derived from variant spellings; some have a value similar to that of their 
Greek ancestors in the Classical Period (third century BC), when the alphabet was first used 
to write Egyptian, rather than that which evolved in the centuries when Coptic texts are first 
attested (κοινή “common”). The order of the Coptic alphabet, and the names of its letters, 
follow that of its Greek ancestor. 

a alPa /a/; probably [a],3 as in Italian gatta, perhaps also [æ], as in hat, and 
[ɑ], as in father, in some words or dialects  

b bhta /b/; [β], a bilabial fricative (the b of Spanish cabo, a [b] sound with 
the lips not completely closed); name also bida 

g gamma /g/; in Greek loanwords and as a variant of k in some words; probably 
pronounced [k] 

 
2  In this book, ordering is strictly alphabetical: thus, for example, kro before kwns, and ounou “hour” be-

fore oḥe “yard.” 
3  Slanted lines mark phonemes. Square brackets indicate probable pronunciation, using symbols of the Inter-

national Phonetic Alphabet (IPA); [˘] stands for an unknown vowel. 
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4 Coptic 

d dalda /d/; in Greek loanwords; probably pronounced [t] 
e ei/eie  /ɛ/; [ə], like the u in but, also [ɛ], like the e in bet, in some words and 

dialects; perhaps [ɛ] when stressed and [ə] otherwise 
z zhta  /z/; [s], in Greek loanwords and as a variant of s in some words 
h hta /e/; [ɛ], like the e in bet, also perhaps [e], like the a in bate, in some 

words and dialects; also ḥhta 
c Thta  /tḥ/ and /tʰ/; in most dialects, this is a monogram for tḥ; in Bohairic, 

it represents an aspirated t, as in tea; also Tita 
i iwta  /i/; like the i’s in cuisine, both the [ɪ] of cui-, and the [i] of -sine, and 

[j] like the y in yet; often spelled ei in many dialects, and y after a 
vowel; ey for /ɛj/, distinguished from ei for /i/; also iauda 

k kappa  /k/; unaspirated [k], similar to the g in go, and aspirated [kh], like the 
k in key; in Bohairic, this letter represents [k]; in the other dialects, it 
may have represented both [kh] and [k] 

l lauda  /l/; [l], like the l in lay 
m mi/mh/me  /m/; [m], like the m in may 
n ne  /n/; [n], like the n in nay 
X xi  /ks/; a monogram for ks 
o o /ɔ/; [ɔ], like the o in not 
p pi  /p/; unaspirated [p], similar to the b in bought, and aspirated [ph], like 

the p in pot; in Bohairic, this letter represents [p]; in the other dialects, 
it may have represented both [ph] and [p] 

r ro  /r/; probably like the [ɾ] of Spanish pero (pronounced with the tip of 
the tongue against the roof of the mouth); also rw/ḥrw 

s shmma /s/; [s], like the s in see; also summa 
t tau  /t/; unaspirated [t], like the t in the American pronunciation of batter, 

and aspirated [th], like the t in tap; in Bohairic, this letter is [t]; in the 
other dialects, it may have represented both [th] and [t] 

u ḥe  /u/; used by itself primarily in Greek words, where it was pronounced 
[i] or [ɛ]; in Coptic words, this letter is almost always combined with 
a preceding vowel, where it was pronounced either [u], like the u of 
gnu, or [w], as in woo (e.g., nau “see” [na-u] or [naw]); ou represents 
/u/; oou represents /Ʌu/ or /Ʌw/ 

P Pi  /pḥ/ and /pʰ/; a monogram for pḥ except in Bohairic, where it 
represents an aspirated [ph] (as in pot) 

x Ki  /kḥ/ and /kʰ/; a monogram for kḥ except in Bohairic, where it 
represents an aspirated [kh], as in key 

v vi  /ps/; a monogram for ps 
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 1. WRITING AND PHONOLOGY 5 

w w  /o/; [o], as in note 

š šai  /š/; [ʃ], like the sh in she; also šei 

f fai/ /f/; [φ], a bilabial fricative, like f pronounced with the two lips rather 
than the teeth and lower lip; also fei 

ḥ ḥori  /ḥ/; [ħ], harsher than English h, pronounced with an audible “rasp”; 
equivalent to Arabic ح 

Ḫ [ẖai] /x/; in Akhmimic, [x], like the ch in German ach or Scottish loch 
(name not attested) 

ḫ ḫai  /x/; in Bohairic, equivalent to Akhmimic Ḫ; also ḫei 
j janjia  /ḏ/; in Bohairic, this sound was unaspirated [tj], somewhat like the d 

in procedure; in the other dialects it may have represented both [tj] and 
an aspirated [thj], somewhat like the t in nature 

q qima  /ḵ/ and /ṯ/; in most dialects, a [khj] or [kj], somewhat like the c in cute 
or the g in argue; in Bohairic, this letter represented [tʰʲ], the aspirated 
counterpart of j (like the t in nature) 

T c  /ti/; a monogram for ti 

Additional letters occur in Old Coptic and Dialect P: OC 6 and P 9 for /ẍ/ ([xʲ]) and OC < 
and P ' for vowel length or for [ə]. In the major Coptic dialects, the first has disappeared (> 
ẖ/š). For the second, most dialects use a doubled vowel, representing [V:]: for example, S 
maau, FL meeu “mother” /΄ma:-u/, /΄mɛ:-u/; Bohairic and Oxyrhynchite do not use 
doubled vowels: B mau, M meu “mother.” 

 In Bohairic and Oxyrhynchite, a supraliteral dot or tick (jinkim “movement”) is 
sometimes used to identify a letter that serves as a syllable by itself: for instance, anok or anok 
“I” for /a-΄nɅk/. This is also the case when the letter is a consonant, as in nTof or nTof “he” 
for /n-΄tʰɅf/.4 Other dialects use a supraliteral stroke over consonants: e.g., ntof “he.” This 
can also span two consonants, as in S šom_nt “three” for /΄šɔm-nt/. A longer supraliteral stroke 
indicates abbreviations, such as ASF j_s for joeis/jaeis “lord.” 
 The phonetic values of e and h are uncertain. Variants such as F swtm ~ swtem “hear” 
suggest that e was [ə] — i.e, [΄so-tm] ~ [΄so-təm] — but variants such as A pe ~ ph “sky” 
also suggest that it was [ɛ] when stressed, and that h was either [ɛ] or [e]: thus, pe ~ ph 
represents either variant spellings of [pɛ], or [pɛ] ~ [pe]. When (e)i and (o)u follow a vowel, 
they may have been diphthongal rather than independent vowels: nai “to me” either [΄na-i] 
or [naḭ], and nau “see” either [΄na-u] or [naṵ]. 
 
4  In this book, an underscored consonant signifies a syllabic consonant: e.g., /n/ for IPA [n̩]. English has such 

syllabic consonants in certain words, such as isn’t, pronounced [΄ɪz-nt]. In Coptic, any consonant is capable 
of syllabic function. 
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6 Coptic 

 The six major Coptic dialects have several phonological subgroupings. The most 
important is that of Bohairic and Saidic versus the other dialects: BS have o and a in many 
words where AFLM have a and e, respectively. The /x/ of Akhmimic and Bohairic, 
represented by ẖ and ḫ, respectively, has become ḥ or š in the other dialects. Oxyrhynchite 
has o in many words where the other dialects have w. Fayumic usually has l for the r of other 
dialects, and Bohairic distinguishes aspirated consonants from unaspirated ones, where the 
other dialects do not (or have lost aspiration). Phonologically, Lycopolitan is the most 
neutral of the dialects, with no unique features. 

1.5 Aspiration 
Most dialects do not distinguish consonants on the basis of aspiration, just as English latter is 
pronounced [΄læt-r] in America (unaspirated t) but [΄lætʰ-r] in England (aspirated t). Thus, S 
twre means both “willow” and “handle,” perhaps distinguished by aspiration: [΄tho-rə] “wil-
low” and [΄to-rə] “handle.” Bohairic is the exception: cwri “willow” versus twri “handle.” In 
Bohairic, aspiration generally occurs before a stressed vowel or before the consonants b l m n 

r (called “sonants”) or ei/i or ou preceding a stressed vowel: for example, B šcorter “become 
disturbed” /΄štʰɅr-tɛr/ and štercwr “disturbed” /štɛr-΄tʰor/, B Tnajḥi /΄tʰnaḏ-ḥi/ “the 
tooth” and Piom “the sea” /pʰi-΄Ʌm/. 
 This feature always applies to P/p: e.g., B Pai “this” /pʰaj/ (like English pie) and pairwmi 
“this man” /paj-΄ro-mi/. It also applies to x/k, c/t, and q/j, as in šcorter/ štercwr, 
above, but for those three pairs the distinction is also phonemic, as in aspirated cwri “wil-
low” /΄tʰo-ri/ versus unaspirated twri “handle” /΄to-ri/. In such cases, the aspirated 
consonant is usually preserved in unstressed syllables: e.g., qisi “exalt” /΄ṯi-si/ and 
qesPnouT “exalt God” /ṯɛs-΄pʰnu-ti/. 

 Since most dialects do not mark aspirated consonants in writing, it is often necessary to 
look for the Bohairic version of a word, or for its Egyptian ancestor, to determine aspiration.5 
Thus, for example, FLMS kw “throw” is [kho] because of Bohairic xw, but AFS kwt “build” is 
[kot] in view of Bohairic kwt and Egyptian qd. 

1.6 Syllables and Stress 

In Coptic, a syllable can consist of a single vowel or consonant, as in the first syllable of anok 
“I” and ntok “you.” Words can also be monosyllabic: BS o “big” [Ʌ], AS f_nt “worm” [φnt]. 
Syllables can begin or end with consonant clusters: e.g., S fsqraḥt “he is at rest,” theoretically 
[φskʲraħt], more probably [φ-΄skʲraħ-t]. Individual words have one primary syllable that is 
stressed, usually last or second-last: for example, AS m_ntr_mnkhme “Egyptian” [mnt-ɾm-n-΄kɛ-
mə], B metouro “kingdom” [mət-u-΄ɾɅ]. In native words, the vowels h, o, and w generally 
mark the stressed syllable in most dialects: e.g., ABFS barwt “bronze” [βa-΄ɾot]. The other 
 
5  In general, Egyptian k/t/ṯ > aspirated [kh/th/thj] and q/d/ḏ > unaspirated [k/t/tj].  
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 1. WRITING AND PHONOLOGY 7 

vowels can be stressed or unstressed: AFM anak “I” [a-΄nak]; ALS beke “wage” [βə-΄kɛ]; BF ini 
“get” [΄i-ni]; ABFLMS ounou “hour” [u-΄nu]. It is not always possible to determine where the 
stress lay, although dialectal variants can provide a clue: for example, ALS mntre “witness” was 
[mn-΄tɾɛ] because of B mecre [mə-΄tʰɾɛ]. 
 Because of the single dominant stress, Coptic nouns and verbs can appear in three variant 
forms, called absolute, construct, and pronominal. In grammars and dictionaries, the con-
struct and pronominal forms are marked by a final - and =, respectively: e.g., S swtm/setm-/ 
sotm= “hear.” Absolute forms appear either as words by themselves or as the final element 
of a compound: swtm “hear,” fnaswtm “he will hear.” Constructs are used as non-final 
elements of a compound and are usually reduced from the absolute form as much as possible: 
AS rwme “person” [΄ɾo-mə] and r_mncme “villager” (“person-of-town”) [ɾm-n-΄ti-mə]. Pro-
nominal forms have a final suffix pronoun: S ran “name” and rins “her name.” 

1.7 Spelling 
Within dialects, Coptic spelling is fairly uniform: the word for “sky,” for example, always ap-
pears as pe in Saidic and as Pe in Bohairic. Variation, however, also occurs, as in Akhmimic 
pe ~ ph, both spellings of the word for “sky.” Variation is common between ei and i: e.g., FLS 
sei and si “enjoy.” Other variants, within and across dialects, are b ~ f, b ~ p, i ~ h, k ~ q, r ~ 
l, s ~ š, and ou ~ b: e.g., F nafri ~ nafli “good,” S sib ~ B sip “tick,” B nhbi ~ nibi “swim,” 
F ke ~ qh “other,” S swše ~ F šwši “field.” In general, scribes seem to have written the lan-
guage as they heard it. 
 Variation between r and l is primarly a feature of the Fayumic dialect. Most words that 
have r in the other dialects have l in Fayumic: e.g., ALS rwme, B rwmi, M rome versus F 
lwmi “person.” When Fayumic uses r, therefore, as in the variant rwmi, it may reflect the 
influence of other dialects, such as Bohairic, rather than a variant pronunciation: i.e., lwmi 
and rwmi both pronounced [΄lo-mi]. This may also have been true for words consistently 
spelled with r, such as erwT/arwT “milk” (AS erwte, B erwT, M erote), perhaps regu-
larly pronounced [ə-΄lo-ti / a-΄lo-ti] in Fayumic. 
 Most Coptic manuscripts do not separate individual words by spaces or other means (see 
the Chrestomathy). Some use a dot or other device such as > to mark the ends of clauses or 
sentences. In this book, words and compounds with a single main stress are separated from 
other such words by a space (except in the Chrestomathy): thus, for example, in Exercise 1, 
penoeik etnyu taaf nan Mpoou rather than undivided penoeiketnyutaafnan-

Mpoou. 

1.8 Morphemic Integrity 
Consonants can be affected by neighboring ones: for example, S sousoouše “sacrifice” [su-
΄sɅw-ʃə], B šoušwouše [ʃu-΄ʃow-ʃə]. Morphemic boundaries, however, are generally re-
spected. For example, although S pwnk “bail” is B Pwnk [΄pʰo-nk] because of the Bohairic 
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8 Coptic 

rule of aspiration (§ 1.5), S pwne “the stone,” consisting of the morphemes, p “the” and wne 
“stone,” is B pwni, suggesting the pronunciation [p-΄o-ni] rather than *[΄po-ni]. Where 
other morphemes are part of a word, the same tendency may have applied: for example, B fi 
“carry” is [φi] but fi “he comes” may have been [φ-΄i] rather than [φi]. This applies to the 
morpheme boundary between a consonant and a vowel, not two consonants: B Pnouc 
[΄pʰnu-ti] “the God” (p + nouc) and Krimi [΄kʰɾi-mi] “you weep” (k + rimi). It is possible, 
therefore, that words such as B pwni and fi “he comes” contained an unwritten (and there-
fore non-phonemic) glottal stop: [p-΄ˀo -ni] and [φ-΄ˀi]. 

1.9 Vocalic Alternants and Variants 
The vowel w is usually replaced by ou after m or n: e.g., B ms Pwk and fs cwk but pl nouk 
“yours.” Word-final w is usually also replaced by ou in Akhmimic: BFLMS jw vs. A jou “say.” 
Oxyrhynchite regularly has medial o for the w of other dialects: M sone vs. ALS swne, BF 
swni “sister.” 
 The stressed vowel pairs i vs. a/e and (except in Oxyrhynchite) w vs. a/o often appear 
as alternants in open and closed syllables, respectively: e.g., ALMS jise [΄tʲi-sə], F jisi [΄tʲi-
si] “exalt” vs. AFLM jestf [΄tʲɛs-tf ], S jastf [΄tʲas-tf ] “exalt him”; ABLS swtp [΄so-tp], F 
swpt [΄so-pt] “choose” vs. ALM satps [΄sat-ps], BS sotps [΄sɅt-ps], F sapts [΄sap-ts] 
“choose it.” 
 Bohairic has e before a sonant where the consonant is syllabic in other dialects: e.g., FLS 
swt_m, M sot_m [΄so-tm, ΄sɅ-tm] vs. B swtem [΄so-təm] “hear.” In Akhmimic, a final syllabic 
sonant is regularly replaced by the sonant plus e: A swtme [΄so-tmə]. 

1.10 Greek Words 
Many Coptic texts contain Greek words in Coptic transcription. Some are used for concepts 
for which the Egyptian language had no precise lexical counterpart, such as ponhros “evil” 
(πονηρός) and pisteue “believe” (πίστɛυɛ). Others are more common words, such as the 
particle de (δὲ) “and, but.” When transcribing Greek words, Coptic scribes often adopted 
the contemporary Greek pronunciation rather than the Classical one represented by Greek 
spelling: for example, S dikeos “just” (Prov. 12:10; Greek δίκαιος) and B ḫarakthr “mark, 
sign” (Girgis 1967–68, 61; Greek χαρακτήρ), reflecting the κοινή pronunciations [΄ði-kɛ-Ʌs] 
and [xa-rak-΄tir] rather than the Classical [΄di-kaj-Ʌs] (with voiced [d]) and [kʰa-rak-΄tɛ:r]. 
This suggests that the pronunciation of Greek loanwords was most likely that of contempo-
rary (κοινή) Greek: i.e., ai [ɛ], h/ei/oi/u [i], P [f ], and K [x]: thus, Coptic hi “house” [ɛj] but 
Greek h (ἤ) “and, or” [i]. 
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 1. WRITING AND PHONOLOGY 9 

EXERCISE 1 
Below is the Coptic text of the “Lord’s Prayer” (Matt. 6:9–13) in Saidic, Bohairic, and Oxy-
rhynchite with phonemic transcription below the Coptic, divided into syllables, with stress 
indicated. Practice pronouncing the text. 

SAIDIC 
peneiwt etḥ _nmphue marepekran ouop 

/pɛn-i-otʹ ɛt-ḥn-m-peʹ-uɛ ma-rɛ-pɛk-ranʹ u-Ʌpʹ/ 
our-father who-in-the-skies may-your-name be-holy 
tekm_ntrro maresei pekouwš marefšwpe 

/tɛk-mnt-r-rɅʹ ma-rɛs-iʹ pɛk-uošʹ ma-rɛf-šoʹ-pɛ/ 
your-kingdom may-it-come your-will may-it-happen 
nTe et_fh_ntpe marefšwpe on ḥij_mpkaḥ 

/n-tḥɛʹ ɛt-f-ḥn-tpɛʹ ma-rɛf-šoʹ-pɛ Ʌn ḥi-ḏm-pkaḥʹ/ 
in-the-way that-it-in-the-sky may-it-happen also on-the-earth 
penoeik etnhu taaf nan mpoou 

/pɛn-ɔʹ-ik ɛt-neuʹ ta:f nan m-pɔwʹ/ 
our-bread that-is-coming give-it to-us today 
kw nan ebol nneteron 

/ko nan ɛ-bɔlʹ n-nɛt-ɛ-rɔnʹ/ 
throw out the-which-against-us 
nTe ḥwwn on etenkw ebol nneteou_ntan eroou 

/n-tḥɛʹ ḥo:n ɔn ɛt-ɛn-koʹ ɛ-bɔlʹ n-nɛ-tɛ-unʹ-tan ɛ-rɔuʹ/ (ou_n for [΄wn]) 
in-the-way ourselves also that-we-throw out the-which-we-have against-them 
n_gt_mjitn eḥoun epirasmos 

/ng-tm-ḏiʹ-tn ɛ-ḥunʹ ɛ-pi-ras-mɅsʹ (Greek πɛιρασμός)/ 
and-you-not-take-us in to-temptation 
alla n_gnaḥmen ebol ḥit_mpponhros 

/al-laʹ (Greek ἀλλά) ng-naḥʹ-mɛn ɛ-bɔlʹ ḥi-tm-ppɅ-ne-rɅsʹ (Greek πονηρός)/ 
but and-you-save-us out from-the-evil 

BOHAIRIC 
peniwt etḫenniPhoui mareftoubo njepekran 

/pɛn-i-otʹ ɛt-xɛn-ni-pʰeʹ-ui ma-rɛf-tu-bɅʹ n-ḏɛ-pɛk-ranʹ/ 
our-father who-in-the-skies may-it-be-made-holy namely-your-name 
maresi njetekmetouro peteḥnak marefšwpi 

/ma-rɛs-iʹ n-ḏɛ-tɛk-mɛt-u-rɅʹ pɛ-tɛḥ-nakʹ ma-rɛf-šoʹ-pi/ 
may-it-come namely-your-kingdom the-which-you-want may-it-happen 
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10 Coptic 

mPrhc ḫentPe nemḥijenpkaḥi 

/m-pʰreʹ-ti xɛn-pʰɛʹ nɛm-ḥi-ḏɛn-pkaḥʹ-i/ 
In-the-manner in-the-sky and-on-the-earth 
penwik nterasc mhif nan mPoou 

/pɛn-oʹ-ik n-tɛ-rasʹ-ti meʹ-if nan m-pʰɅuʹ/ 
our-bread of-the-morrow give-it to-us today 
ouoḥ Ka neteron nan ebol 

/uɅḥ kha nɛt-ɛ-rɅnʹ nan ɛ-bɅlʹ/ 
and throw those-which-against-us for-us out 
mPrhc ḥwn etenKw ebol nnh eteouon ntan erwou 

/m-pʰreʹ-ti ḥon ɛt-ɛn-koʹ ɛ-bɅlʹ n-neʹ ɛt-ɛ-uɅnʹ n-tanʹ ɛ-roʹ-u/ 
In-the-manner ourselves that-we-throw out those that-are with-us against-them 
ouoḥ mperenten eḫoun epirasmos 

/uɅḥ m-pɛr-ɛnʹ-tɛn ɛ-xunʹ ɛ-pi-ras-mɅsʹ (Greek πɛιρασμός)/ 
and don’t-bring-us in to-temptation 
alla naḥmen ebol ḥapipetḥwou 

/al-laʹ (Greek ἀλλά) naḥʹ-mɛn ɛ-bolʹ ḥa-pi-pɛt-ḥoʹ-u/ 
but save-us out with-that-which-wicked 

OXYRHYNCHITE 
peniot etḥ_nmph pekren mareftouba 

/pɛn-i-Ʌtʹ ɛt-ḥn-m-peʹ pɛk-rɛnʹ ma-rɛf-tu-baʹ/ 
our-father who-in-the-skies your-name may-it-be-made-holy 
tekm_ntera maresei peteḥnek marefšope 

/tɛk-mnt-ɛ-raʹ ma-rɛs-iʹ pɛt-ɛḥ-nɛkʹ ma-rɛf-šɅʹ-pɛ/ 
your-kingdom may-it-come the-which-you-want may-it-happen 
nTe etšap ḥ _ntph maresšope ḥij_npkeḥe 

/n-tḥɛʹ ɛt-šapʹ ḥn-tpeʹ ma-rɛs-šɅʹ-pɛ ḥi-ḏn-pkɛḥʹ-ɛ/ 
in-the-way that-is in-the-sky may-it-happen on-the-earth 
penaeik nreste maeif nen mpaou 

/pɛn-aʹ-ik n-rɛsʹ-tɛ maʹ-if nɛn m-pauʹ/ 
our-bread of-morrow give-it to-us today 
kw ebal nneteran 

/koʹ ɛ-balʹ n-nɛt-ɛ-ranʹ/ 
throw out those-which-against-us 
nTe ḥwn etšankw ebal nneteou_nt_n erau 

/n-tḥɛʹ ḥon ɛt-šan-koʹ ɛ-balʹ n-nɛ-tɛ-unʹ-tn ɛ-rawʹ/ (ou_n for [΄wn]) 
in-the-wayourselves that-usually-we-throw out those-which-we-have against-them 
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 1. WRITING AND PHONOLOGY 11 

auw mp_rnt_n eḥoun epirasmos 

/a-uoʹ m-pr-nʹ-tn ɛ-ḥunʹ ɛ-pi-ras-mɅsʹ (Greek πɛιρασμός)/ 
and don’t-bring-us in to-temptation 

alla neḥmn ebal ntatf mpponhros 

/al-laʹ (Greek ἀλλά) nɛḥʹ-mn ɛ-balʹ n-tatʹ-f m-ppɅ-ne-rɅsʹ (Greek πονηρός)/ 
but save-us out from-his-hand of-the-evil 
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